
Citrix and Nutanix 
Together delivering hybrid multi-cloud DaaS 
solutions for enterprise organizations

Citrix and Nutanix are powering the next phase for a secure and seamless 
hybrid multi-cloud experience for Desktop as a Service  on customers’ choice 
of clouds. The expanded partnership supports your clients’ requirements for 
hybrid work environments to ensure their employees can work from 
anywhere and are as productive as possible. Clients are looking for a 
complete way to manage all workloads and desktop applications across 
multi- and hybrid cloud environments and infrastructures. 

To enable this, Citrix and Nutanix have joined forces offering DaaS on your 
terms to help your clients choose the right clouds for their organization, with 
speed and scale while running a proven solution with confidence. 

Gartner’s view and prediction is that DaaS will be the coming trend in end-
user computing, growing 253% between now and 2024. Nutanix 
commissioned research surveying over 1,700 IT decision-makers around the 
world about where they’re running their business applications today, where 
they plan to run them in the future, what their cloud challenges are, and how 
their cloud initiatives stack up against other IT priorities.

Enterprise Cloud Index, September 2021.

80% of virtual enterprise

desktops will be DaaS by 2024.1

72% have or will invest

in DaaS in the next 24 months.1

253% forecasted

growth between 2021 and 2024.1

91% have moved one

or more applications to a new IT 
environment over the last 12 months.2

64% expect to be operating

in a multi-cloud environment within 
one to three years.2

83% agree that hybrid

multi-cloud is ideal for most 
environments and workloads.2

Sources:
1 Gartner, Market Guide for Desktop as a Service, June 2021. 2 Vanson 
Bourne U.K., Nutanix commissioned research,  
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With Citrix and Nutanix, you’ll help  your 
clients deliver DaaS through hybrid multi-
cloud deployments that enable users to work 
from anywhere, anytime, on any device in a 
secure, on-demand and elastic way.  

To meet the needs of an increasingly flexible workforce, 
organizations are turning to desktop as a service  
(DaaS) and VDI solutions to provide high-performing, adaptive 
workspaces. 

Citrix DaaS modernizes IT with a secure, easy-to-manage cloud 
solution to quickly deliver apps or desktops from any cloud or 
datacenter worldwide.

Business continuity and flexible work
The world of work is changing to hybrid and remote. Employees 
need fast, anywhere access to their apps and desktops, and IT 
needs solutions that are secure and agile. 

IT modernization
Citrix has long helped IT deliver secure apps and desktops; 
moving to DaaS lets IT embrace the flexibility of cloud, offload 
environment management and maintenance, and spend more 
time on business priorities.

Ease of deployment
By simplifying and accelerating desktop deployment, DaaS 
enables IT to rapidly onboard users across projects worldwide. 

Choose the right clouds 
With Nutanix, Citrix customers can span across the choice of on & 
off-prem; choice of cloud providers; choice of HW platforms; 
choice of GSI & SP & other SaaS market offerings—on a single 
consistent operating system.

Deliver speed and scale
Co-engineered architectures and per-seat pricing models that 
simplify planning, deploying, managing, and supporting remote 
workers

Run a proven solution
Trusted by companies around the globe with mission critical 
workloads leveraging Citrix Ready solutions  and Nutanix 
Validated Designs.

To learn more about Citrix and Nutanix partner programs please contact your 
distribution partner. 

Leverage desktop as a service 
workloads to simplify IT:

Meet the needs of a flexible workforce
High-performing, adaptive workspaces

Accelerate IT modernization
Hybrid cloud control plane

Streamline management
Simplified resources for rapid onboarding

Derive Technologies is a Minority-Owned Business Enterprise (MBE) and a brand-agnostic full-service IT integrator aligned with 
best-of-breed technology to optimize and empower your IT environment.
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